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/1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. This Proof of Evidence is submitted on behalf of Mr Gerald Gornall and Community

Gateway Association (‘the Appellants’) in support of an appeal against the decision of

Preston City Council (‘the Council’) to refuse the outline planning application for up to

140no. dwellings with access (all other matters reserved) at Bushells Farm, Mill Lane,

Goosnargh, Preston, PR3 2BJ (planning application ref. 06/2018/0884) (Appeal E).

Qualifications

1.2. I am Daniel Robert Hughes. I am a Chartered Town Planner with over 10 years’

experience in private practice. I am an Associate of PWA Planning based in Preston,

Lancashire.

1.3. I am instructed by the Appellant and am familiar with the site and details of the case

having acted as agent for the outline application subject of this appeal.

1.4. I have considerable experience in dealing with housing matters, particularly in respect of

sites across the North West. I am familiar with the policies of the development plan,

including the housing requirement and locational policies. I have been involved with sites

in Preston for over 6 years including the following:

• Lead consultant for planning applications for residential development in Preston for

various clients.

• Involvement in the submission of Local Plan written representations for the Emerging

Central Lancashire Local Plan.

• Experience in managing various planning appeals and examinations in public into

development plans for various clients.

1.5. I rely upon the background information set out in the Statement of Common Ground

(SoCG) and only repeat it where necessary to develop the case. I also provide a separate

summary.
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1.6. I understand my duty to the Inquiry and have complied, and will continue to comply,

with that duty. I confirm that this evidence identifies all facts which I regard as being

relevant to the opinion that I have provided and that the Inquiry's attention has been

drawn to any matter which would affect the validity of that opinion. I confirm that the

Proof has been prepared and is given in accordance with the guidance of the RTPI and

that the opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions, irrespective of by

whom I am instructed.
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/2 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSITIONS

The Appellant

2.1. The joint Appellant for the proposal is Community Gateway Association (‘CGA’) who are

a ‘registered provider’ as defined by the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008. Registered

providers include local authority landlords and private registered providers (not-for-profit

housing associations and for-profit organisations) and in so far as their activity in the

provision of social housing is concerned these are regulated by the Regulator of Social

Housing. CGA is a charitable registered society operating on a not-for-profit basis and

mainly within the Greater Preston area. In bringing forward sites for development of new

homes, such as the one within this appeal, either on its own, or with development

partners, CGA maximises the number of affordable homes that can be provided.

Maximising affordable homes provision meets its own rationale and that of the spirit of a

charitable not-for profit registered provider. It also helps to provide homes that offer

choice, so that people can have similar options to somebody who is able to buy a house

on the open market, assisting in a balanced community. To address the imbalance of the

private and public sector and previous undersupply, an uplift on the minimum policy

requirement is needed, and that is what CGA, as a Registered Provider and charity believe

is of benefit to the community.

2.2. CGA has a record of developing new and affordable homes over a number of years and

has a growing development programme.  The number of homes has increased

consistently in recent years and the new programme will deliver more than 1,000 homes

between 2021 and 2026.  The new programme is fully funded and all sites have been

identified, which ensure the programme will be delivered. The following sets out CGA’s

recent delivery and forecasted delivery over the coming years:

• 2016-17: 26 homes

• 2017-18: 44 homes

• 2018-19: 61 homes

• 2019-20: 73 homes
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• 2020-21: 110 homes

• 2021-22: 122 homes

• 2022-23: 259 homes

• 2023-24: 298 homes

The Appeal Proposal

2.3. This outline planning application seeks permission for the erection of up to 140no.

dwellings with access (all other matters reserved) at Bushells Farm, Mill Lane, Goosnargh,

Preston, PR3 2BJ. The site adjoins the existing settlement boundary, with urban

development to the west and south, along with 7no. dwellings approved under

application ref. 06/2019/1463 for Stage 2 Technical Details Consent of a Permission along

the eastern boundary of the site (see Appendix D of my Statement of Case, CD EA1).

2.4. The access to the site has been designed following advice taken from VTC (Highway and

Transportation Consultants), who supported the planning application with a Transport

Assessment (CD EB14 and EB15) detailing how the proposals will not have an undue

impact on the existing highway network. It is proposed that the site has two vehicular

access points, one point of entry and egress via Mill Lane, and a secondary ingress only

via Church Lane.

2.5. The proposed development would be accessed from Mill Lane, with an additional

entrance only route off Church Lane. The illustrative Masterplan (Woodcroft Design) (CD

EB4) submitted with the application indicates that properties will be accessed from a new

internal road layout designed in a cul-de-sac arrangement with turning heads and parking

facilities. Individual plots will have private or communal front and rear gardens with

appropriate landscaping. Areas of open space and landscape infrastructure will be

provided within the development and around the site margins, linked by footpaths and

cycle routes connected to the existing public footpath network.

2.6. Given the site’s location directly adjacent to the centre of the village where the majority

of the village’s facilities are available, direct links have been provided at the south west
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corner.  As such, properties to be developed at the site have ready pedestrian access

and are in very close walking distance to the village pharmacy, village store, hairdressers,

fish and chip takeaway, post office and the Stags Head Pub. Additionally, an existing

public right of way (FP 6-9-FP-19), connects the site to Whittingham Lane and this has

been incorporated into the design of the Masterplan, allowing it to remain in situ, or

modified and improved pending the final approved layout.

2.7. The connectivity helps to ensure the site is permeable for future residents to access the

facilities in the village, and conversely the open space (which will be managed in

perpetuity by virtue of the S106 agreement which will accompany any planning

permission) within the proposal to existing residents of the village. Both the proposed

accesses to the south west and the existing public right of way are located close to the

existing regular bus service that operates along Church Lane and Whittingham Lane, and

adjacent to the National Cycle Network Route 6 on Mill Lane. As discussed further below,

the pedestrian access onto Church Lane will also ensure future residents have easy direct

pedestrian access to the Village Hall and local primary school.

2.8. The illustrative Masterplan also indicates large areas of open space (approx. 1.8ha) within

the proposed development, including a formal green located within the eastern part of

the application site. Existing vegetation will be mostly retained and enhanced with

additional green infrastructure provided as an integral part of the proposed development.

2.9. A community car park has been indicated to support users of the Village Hall, Goosnargh

Oliverson’s C of E Primary School and other local facilities. This will reduce the need for

on-street parking for those using the Village Hall or dropping-off / collecting children at

the school, with safer parking designed away from existing road users. For vehicles, this

car park will be accessed via a ‘one-way’ route leading off Church Lane, and users will

then exit the site via the main access, located off Mill Lane. For pedestrians, a direct

footway link is provided to Church Lane, leading directly to the Village Hall and school as

well as the other facilities available within Goosnargh.
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2.10. It is intended that the proposed development will provide 45% of the dwellings as

affordable homes (63no. homes), a 10% increase over and above the policy requirements

set out in the Preston Local Plan (PLP). The provision of affordable homes will be secured

via a S106 agreement.

The Decision on the Application

2.11. The application was accepted as valid on 20th August 2018 and progressed through its

determination period.

2.12. In January 2019 the Secretary of State issued a holding direction (under Article 31 of the

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) Order 2015)) in

respect of this application along with others within Goosnargh Parish (CD EB35). The

holding direction has recently been removed.

2.13. The Council’s Planning Officer subsequently wrote a report to Planning Committee which

was presented to a meeting on 10th January 2019, recommending the application for

approval subject to a S106 agreement (CD EC1 EC2).

2.14. The Committee Report presented to members in January 2019 concluded that the harm

resulting from the proposed development would not significantly and demonstrably

outweigh the benefits. The recommendation was made on the basis that the Council was

unable to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply (on the basis of the 2017 JMOU and

the continued application of the CSs Policy 4 requirements), and that Paragraph 11d)ii of

the NPPF was engaged. It was considered that the proposal would have a moderate

impact on the landscape, with the proposed landscaping and areas of public open space

helping to minimise the impacts. Moreover, the report stated that there would be no site-

specific harm arising from the development (e.g. highways safety, flood risk and

residential amenity). The provision of affordable housing at a level above policy

compliance was recognised within the report.

2.15. The January 2019 Committee Report (CD EC1) stated:
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“3.8 Conclusions

… as the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year supply of housing land, in

accordance with Paragraph 11 of the Framework the relevant policies of the Development

Plan should be considered out of date. In the circumstances the relevant policies of the

Development Plan should only be attributed limited weight and planning permission

should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies of the

Development Plan and the Framework taken as a whole.

Statutory consultee comments and representations have been received which have been

carefully considered and taken into account as part of this planning application.

The application site is not identified for development on the Preston Local Plan 2012-26

Policies Map for the future provision and delivery of housing or for any other

development, within the Central Lancashire Core Strategy and Preston Local Plan 2012-

26. As such, the proposed development would result in the loss of an area of open

countryside, which would be contrary to the primary policy objectives set out in Policy 1

of the Adopted Core Strategy and Policy EN1 of the Adopted Local Plan.

Paragraph 73 of the Framework requires Local Planning Authorities to identify and update

annually a supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide a minimum of five

years’ worth of housing against their housing requirement set out in adopted strategic

policies. As stated above, given the Council cannot demonstrate a five year supply of

housing land, the tilted balance, as set out in paragraph 11 of the Framework, applies to

the determination of this proposal. In terms of the three dimensions of sustainable

development, as set out in the Framework, the proposal would fulfil an economic

objective as a result of the employment of construction workers to carry out the various

aspects of the development. The proposal would also make an important contribution to

the supply of housing. In terms of the social objective, the proposal would provide
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affordable housing on the site, in excess of the policy requirement. In terms of the

environmental objective, the proposed development would result in the loss of an existing

field and would introduce built development into what has been identified as open

countryside that has local value. The site has value when related to the identified

designated heritage assets, and the application was amended to ensure the open fields

to the northern section of the site are retained in order to minimise harm to those assets.

The proposed development is also considered acceptable in terms of its impact on visual

and residential amenity, heritage, drainage, flooding, energy efficiency, air quality,

ground conditions and waste management subject to the conditions imposed. The

proposed development would not have a severe impact on the operation of the road

network or an unacceptable impact on highway safety. Therefore in applying the tilted

balance for the determination of the proposal, it is considered that the harm of the

proposed development would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

Given such circumstances and in accordance with Section 38(6) of the Planning and

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and the Framework, planning permission should be

granted.”

2.16. The Council’s Planning Committee accepted the recommendation and granted planning

permission for the development subject to a S106 agreement. The Appellant then sought

to complete the necessary S106 with the Council in anticipation of the decision thereafter

being issued.

2.17. However, the final decision remained subject to the Secretary of State’s holding direction,

which remained unresolved for many months after the Council’s resolution to grant

permission.

2.18. In December 2019, an appeal decision was issued by the Planning Inspectorate for a site

in South Ribble at Chain House Lane, Whitestake (PINS ref:

APP/F2360/W/19/3234070)(“the Chain House Lane AD “) (CD HB2). Following this on

20th December 2019, the Council issued a press release and an updated housing position

statement, using the Chain House Lane appeal decision as sole justification for arriving
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at this updated position. The outcome was that the Council then claimed it could

demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply. It also indicated its intention to reconsider all

undetermined planning applications (mostly those delayed by the unresolved holding

direction by the Secretary of State) against this revised position at a forthcoming

February Planning Committee.

2.19. The only stated reason for the Council’s changed position was the conclusions of the

Inspector for the Chain House Lane appeal. The Appellant considered this decision to be

wrong, as it was based on what we considered to be a flawed assessment of housing

requirements by the Chain House Lane appeal Inspector. We were also aware that the

Appellant in that case had commenced a legal challenge to this decision and this fact was

also known to the Council in January 2020.

2.20. The planning application was presented back to the Council’s Planning Committee on 13th

February 2020. The revised report to committee recommended that the application be

refused based on conflict with Development Plan policy. The key (and indeed only

material) change in the report was the Council’s position in terms of its 5-year housing

land supply, resulting from the claimed validation by the Chain House Lane appeal

Inspector of the amended housing requirements set out in the then draft 2019 JMOU

(CD HA19).  This is later refered to as JMU  2 following adoption for development

management purposes.

2.21. The report to committee concluded that the tilted balance under Paragraph 11d)ii of the

NPPF was no longer engaged and the policies of the Development Plan carried full weight.

As such, the conflict with policy inherent in the application was no longer outweighed by

any other material considerations. Accordingly, it was recommended that planning

permission be refused. This recommendation was accepted by the Council’s Planning

Committee.

2.22. A few days after the Planning Committee meeting in February 2020, the Secretary of

State conceded that the Chain House Lane appeal decision should be quashed as it was
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legally flawed. Despite this concession, South Ribble Council resolved to defend the

Secretary of State’s decision and a Court hearing took place in June 2020. The judgement

from the High Court relating to the challenge was handed down on 21st August 2020 and

quashed the decision. In so doing it removed the sole reason for the Council’s change of

position. In those circumstances the Appelant expected the Council to revert to its original

position as of October 2019, meaning that planning permission should then be granted

in accordance with the resolution agreed by the Council at that time.

2.23. Separately, and shortly before the High Court judgement was handed down, an appeal

was decided in Chorley for a large residential development on safeguarded land. That

appeal (PINS Ref: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136) (“Pear Tree AD”) (CD HB1) was allowed

on the basis that the Council was unable to demonstrate a five year housing supply and

that the ‘tilted’ balance was engaged. The Inspector in that case also considered the

traditional, or ‘flat’ planning balance and concluded that the grant of planning permission

would still be justified. In paragraph 105 he states:

“Even if I were to conclude that the ‘tilted balance’ was not engaged in this case, applying

the ‘flat balance’ under section 38(6), I find that the significant benefits of the proposal

in addressing housing needs in Chorley would outweigh the harm due to the conflict with

Policy BNE3 and its effects on the landscape, visual amenity and the significance of the

heritage asset. As such the material considerations would still warrant a decision other

than in accordance with the development plan. Accordingly, the appeal should be

allowed.”

2.24. In the context of the High Court judgement and the Pear Tree Lane AD, the Appellant

resubmitted the appeal scheme to the LPA in an effort to avoid the need for this current

appeal. This subsequent application was recommended for refusal at the 7th January

2021 Planning Committee. The Council agreed with its officers and the application was

refused.
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2.25. It is within the 7th January 2021 committee report that officers began to construct the

case which resembles that which the LPA now relies upon within its Statement of Case

for this appeal. In summary the Council’s case then was that whilst Core Strategy (CS)

Policy 4 is out of date, the other most important policies, these being Core Strategy policy

1, and PLP policies EN1 and AD1(b), are not out of date and therefore the tilted planning

balance is not engaged.

2.26. Stepping back within the chronology and whilst essentially a matter for legal submission,

in terms of relevance to this appeal, my client (Gerald Gornall) launched legal proceedings

against the Council in May 2020. These proceedings were successfully concluded by a

consent order dated 9th March 2021 which refer to the withdrawal of the “MOU 2”

between the Council and SRBC and CC on 4th November 2020 for development

management purposes. 1

2.27. The above decisions and judgements were discussed as part of the recent Inquiry held

between 9th and 12th February 2021, in relation to a decision by Preston City Council to

refuse an ‘Outline application for up to 151 dwellings with associated works’ on Land at

Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton, Preston, PR3 5DR (PINS Ref.

APP/N2345/W/20/325889) (“Cardwell Farm AD”) (CD HB23). The Cardwell Farm AD was

issued on the 9th March 2021 and the Inspector has provided his view on a number of

issues which directly overlap those in this appeal. I believe that the legal implications of

the Cardwell Farm AD will be dealt with as a mater of legal submission. In terms of the

consideration of the Cardwell Farm AD to whether the titled balance applies in the

Goosnargh appeals and why, this is addressed in the evidence of Mr De Pol which I have

read and agree with but will not repeat.

2.28. However, in terms of benefits, the Inspector provides a review of these in relation to this

site alongside an assessment of other matters within paragraphs 59 to 65. Specifically

in relation to Paragraph 59 and 60:

1 CD HA44 - CO/1962/2020 pleadings and orders
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“59. In terms of benefits, the provision of new housing would bring construction and

supply chain jobs, places for the economically active to live, increased local spend and

greater choice in the local market. These benefits have not been quantified and would

apply to any housing development of this scale but are still considerable.

60. A number of affordable homes are to be provided in Barton through existing

permissions. The assessments of affordable housing need through the SHMA and CLHS

have not been tested. However, it is likely that Preston’s overall affordable needs are

substantial2 and the evidence indicates that delivery is not keeping up with the need. The

new affordable dwellings would provide homes for real people in real need.

2.29. In considering the above, it is clear that the Inspector in that instance attached

considerable weight to the economic benefits of the Cardwell Farm application. The same

would be true for Bushells Farm, which is of a similar size of development. Of particular

pertinence however is Paragraph 60 which recognises that it is likely that Preston’s overall

affordable needs are substantial and the evidence indicates that delivery is not keeping

up with the need. Given that Bushells Farm propsal would provide a contribution that is

10% more than the required amount by policy, the Inspector’s conclusions regarding the

social benefits resulting from the delivery of affordable dwelling benefits are not just

comparable, but should be attributed greater material weight in this instance.

2.30. I disagree with the approach of the LPA to continue to resist this appeal and in this Proof

of Evidence I will demonstrate that the reason for refusal is not justified and planning

permission should be granted, either by virtue of the engagement of the so called ‘tilted

balance’ or under the ‘flat balance’ and that there are no site-specific constraints that

would preclude the granting of planning permission. In arriving at that conclusion, I also

refer and rely upon the other proofs of evidence in support of the appeal, namely:

2 Assessed in the SHMA as around 240 dpa and in the CLHS as upwards of 250 dpa
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- Housing Proof of Evidence of Ben Pycroft;

- Planning Policy Proof of Evidence of Alexis De Pol;

- Affordable Housing Proof of Evidence of James Stacey;

- Landscape and Visual Impact Proof of Evidence of Gary Holliday;

2.31. A detailed assessment of the LPA’s five-year housing supply is provided by Mr Pycroft in

his Housing Supply Proof of Evidence. I rely upon this Proof and will not repeat it here.

However, I concur with the view held by Mr Pycroft, and indeed by the Inspector in the

Cardwell Farm appeal, that CS Policy 4 (which provides the minimum annual housing

requirement for each of the constituent authorities) is up to date having been subject to

review in 2017 and found not to need updating.

2.32. Against the CS Policy 4 requirement it is demonstrated by Mr Pycroft and was accepted

by the Inspector in the Cardwell Farm appeal that the LPA is currently unable to

demonstrate a five-year housing supply.

2.33. If this same position is accepted in this appeal, it is clear that the tilted balance is engaged

and this should, in essence, see a reversion to the conclusions of the January 2019

committee in relation to the LPA’s acceptance of the requirements of NPPF 11d(ii).

2.34. However, if the LPA is correct and Local Housing Need (LHN) is the appropriate figure

due to CS Policy 4 being out of date, my evidence, alongside the more detailed

examination of the matter in Mr De Pol’s Proof of Evidence, indicates that the tilted

balance will continue to apply in the determination of this appeal. For the reasons set out

in Mr De Pol’s evidence, which again I reply upon and do not seek to repeat again here,

the use of LHN renders Policy 4 out of date and as a direct consequence so too are the

related policies, CS Policy 1, LP Policies EN1, and AD1(b), which are inextricably linked

and predicated on a housing requirement in CS Policy 4.
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2.35. If the Inspector concludes that the tilted balance is not engaged, it is explicit within

Section 38(6) of the Planning Act that consideration is given to the weight of material

considerations in the context of decision making, based on the ‘flat’ balance.

2.36. My Proof of Evidence assesses that regardless of whether the ‘tilted balance’ or ‘flat

balance’ is engaged, the planning balance justifies that the appeal should be allowed. As

a precursor to setting out my view on this, it is clear that there is agreement with the

LPA on the following matters, as set out within the SoCG:

1. Site Location: The site is within walking distance of existing facilities within the

village, which includes a village hall with open space, tennis courts and play areas,

two public houses, wine bar, Londis supermarket and post office, convenience

store, hot foot takeaway, pharmacy, hairdressers, primary school and two

churches. It is also within walking distance of bus stops which are served twice

an hour covering Preston, Longridge and Blackburn.

2. Design: Although in outline, the principles set out in the Masterplan and Design

and Access Statement would enable a suitable detailed scheme to be secured in

compliance with relevant development plan and NPPF policy. The scheme would

also represent an efficient use of land, providing satisfactory green/open space

and could be design to avoid unacceptable residenial amenity impacts.

3. Development Plan Policy Compliance: asides from being contrary to CS

Policy 1 and PLP Policy EN1, the proposal complies with all other development

plan policies. Likewise, the proposal would also comply with the Council’s

supplementary planning guidance.

4. No Technical Issues: no technical issues exist in relation to the proposed

development. It would not lead to the loss of the best and most versatile

agricultural land, it can be accommodated safely onto the highways network,

there are no heritage, air quality, ecology or flooding issues, and there is sufficient

infrastructure and services to accommodate the proposal. In relation to

landscape, the site is not distinctive in landscape terms, and does not have any

notable landscape value in terms of its character or appearance. There would be
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no significant detrimental impact on the landscape character of the area or visual

amenity.
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/3 POLICY CONTEXT

3.1. The planning policy context is set out in the SoCG. I summarise the policy position

below.

3.2. In accordance with Section 38(6) of the Town and Country Planning Act 2004 the

Development Plan for Preston City Council comprises the following:

• The Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012) (CS);

• Preston Local Plan 2012 to 2026 (2015) (PLP);

• Joint Lancashire Minerals and Waste Local Plan;

• Preston City Centre Plan (Area Action Plan to 2026);

• Broughton in Amounderness Neighbourhood Development Plan 2016-2026;

• Inner-East Preston Neighbourhood Development Plan 2014-2029.

3.3. The CS and PLP are the two most important documents in relation to this appeal, I now

summarise the status of these and relevant policies.

Core Strategy (CD HA1)

3.4. Preston City Council, Chorley Borough Council and South Ribble Borough Council

prepared a CS which was adopted in July 2012. The CS sets out the spatial strategy for

Central Lancashire up to 2026. The relevant policies are set out in the SoCG.

3.5. Policy 1 (Locating Growth) sets out the spatial strategy for the sub-region. Goosnargh

would fall within criterion (f). This is one of the three policies set out in the reason for

refusal. I accept that the proposal would not accord with part (f) and that consequently

the proposal conflicts with this part of the development plan. The weight to be attributed

to any conflict must then be considered. If either a 5 year land supply cannot be

demonstrated, or local housing need is deemed to be the correct method of calculating

the housing supply, then I consider that this policy is out of date and should be given

limited weight for the reasons set out in Mr De Pol’s Proof of Evidence.
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3.6. This policy sets a hierarchy for development sites across the plan’s area. Part (f) of the

policy relates to smaller villages, substantially built-up frontages and Major Developed

Sites. Within these areas the policy allows for development where it is small scale and

limited to infilling, conversions, or to meet local needs, unless there are exceptional

reasons for larger scale redevelopment.

3.7. Policy 4 requires the provision and management for the delivery of new housing by: (a)

Setting and applying minimum requirements as follows:

• “Preston 507 dwellings pa

• South Ribble 417 dwellings pa

• Chorley 417 dwellings pa

with prior under-provision of 702 dwellings also being made up over the remainder of

the plan period equating to a total of 22,158 dwellings over the 2010-2026 period.”

3.8. Mr Pycroft addresses the chronology and status of the requirement in Policy 4 and why

it should be used as the housing requirement for this appeal in his evidence.

3.9. Policy 4 is a policy which is most important for determining the appeal and both parties

agree that it is out of date if LHN is used.

Preston Local Plan (CD HA2)

3.10. The PLP was adopted in July 2015 and is the Site Allocations and Development

Management Policies DPD which followed the adoption of the CS in 2012. The DPD sets

out development management policies and allocates or protects land for specific uses.

3.11. The decision notice refers to Policy EN1 (Development in the Open Countryside). Policy

EN1 states:
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“Development in the Open Countryside, as shown on the Policies Map, other than that

permissible under policies HS4 and HS5, will be limited to: a) that needed for purposes

of agriculture or forestry or other uses appropriate to a rural area including uses which

help to diversify the rural economy; b) the re use or re habitation of existing buildings;

c) infilling within groups of buildings in smaller rural settlements.”

3.12. In terms of the development plan, it is acknowledged that the proposed development

would be contrary to CS Policy 1 and EN1 of the adopted PLP.

3.13. This policy is relevant to the proposals given the site lies within an area designated as

‘Open Countryside’. The policy details that development in such areas other than that

permissible under policies HS4 and HS5 will be limited to:

a) “that needed for purposes of agriculture or forestry or other uses appropriate to a

rural area including uses which help to diversify the rural economy;

b) the re use or re habitation of existing buildings;

c) infilling within groups of buildings in smaller rural settlements.”

3.14. However, if a 5 year land supply cannot be demonstrated then I consider that these

policies should have limited weight in the planning balance for the reasons set out in

Mr De Pol’s Proof of Evidence. Equally they would also be out of date and should be

given limited weight if LHN is applied to calculate the housing supply. Again, this is a

conclusion arrived at by Mr De Pol in his Proof of Evidence, and with which I fully concur.
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/4 PLANNING BALANCE

4.1. In my evidence I will demonstrate the site is located in the optimal location for the village

to expand in a cohesive and planned way, and, as set out within the SoCG, that there

are no site specific technical or environmental issues that would prevent planning

permission from being granted.

Site Locality

4.2. The site benefits from lying within a highly accessible location directly adjacent to the

centre of the Goosnargh where the majority of the village’s facilities are available. Given

the proximity of the services and facilities, the illustrative Masterplan has been designed

focussing on such opportunities, as well as the relevant constraints. In this regard, the

village’s facilities are clearly illustrated within the Design and Access Statement which

supported the planning submission (CD EB17 and EB18). It is evident from this document

as to how the illustrative Masterplan has been designed to take into account the

constraints and opportunities of the site. Diagrams 6.1 and 8.1 help set out the context

to this, whilst 14.1, 15.1 and 29.1 detail how the site has been designed to incorporate

linkages to the neighbouring facilities, and ensure walking distances are kept to a

minimum.

4.3. Specifically, the illustrative Masterplan has been designed to maximise connectivity with

a total of five existing pedestrian links. The intention of which was to ensure bus stops

are within as short a walking distance as possible, along with the nearby facilities. Whilst

Diagram 29.1 shows the anticipated walking distance of the site to the nearest facilities

– this largely focusses on the central location of the existing onsite farm as oppose to

the development across the site as a whole. When taking into account the existing and

proposed linkages, and the proximity of neighbourhg facilities to the south, west and

north, it is not just one part of the site that is accessible, but the site as a whole, which

is the pertinent point that will allow a well planned and cohesive development to come

forward as illustrated in the Masterplan.
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4.4. In relation to linkages, areas of open space and landscape infrastructure will be provided

within the development and around the site margins linked by footpaths and cycle routes

connected to the existing public footpath network. Direct links have been provided at the

south west corner of the site, meaning properties to be developed at the site would be

within close walking distance. In terms of specific walking distances, from the nearest

properties the pharmacy would be approximately 65m walk, the village store

approximately 60m walk, the hairdrssers approximately 70m walk, the fish and chip shop

approximately 55m walk, the Stags Head approximately 130m walk and the Londis

convenience store and post office approximately 65m walk.

4.5. To the north of the site lies The Grapes Inn, the village primary school and St Mary’s

Church, which are all within 100m of the site’s northern boundary. From the nearest

properties proposed on the illustrative Masterplan, the Grapes Inn would be within 200m

walk, the primary school would be approximately 210m walk and St Mary’s Church would

be approximately 230m walk.

4.6. To the west of the site, lies Goosnargh Village Hall, approximately 190m walk from the

nearest property, and Goosnargh Green Play Area, approximately 225m walk from the

nearest property.

4.7. Taking the above into account, it is clear there are a wide range of amenities within a

short walk of the site, negating the need for residents to travel further by car to access

everyday services. The site is highly accessible, as agreed within the SoCG.

4.8. The site also provides easy access to sustainable modes of transport. This includes the

incorporation of an existing pedestrian access connecting the site to Whittingham Lane

(FP 6-9-FP-19), which has been incorporated into the design of the illustrative Masterplan

along the eastern boundary of the site.  This ensures the site is permeable to the facilities

in the village, and the open space within the proposal to existing nearby residents. The

footpath will be able to remain in-situ, or can be altered through the relevant procedures

pending the final approved layout. Both the proposed accesses to the south west and
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the existing public right of way are located very close to the regular existing bus services

that operates along Church Lane and Whittingham Lane, and adjacent to the National

Cycle Network Route 6 on Mill Lane.

4.9. In this respect, the site also benefits from excellent public transport connectivity to the

surrounding area and notably Preston City Centre, Longridge and Blackburn. Specifically,

Bus services 45 and 46 provide services to Preston City Centre, Longridge, Broughton

and Blackburn which run twice an hour Monday to Friday from 06.44am to 20.24pm

outbound and 06.42am to 20:02pm inbound, together with a twice an hour service on

Saturday from 06.59am to 20.24pm outbound and 07.13am to 20:02pm inbound and a

two hourly service on Sunday between 10.04am and 20.04pm outbound and 08:49am to

19:49pm inbound. There are also the following school bus services: 561 to Garstang High

School, 584 to St Cellias RCHS, 585 to Broughton B&E College, 676 to Preston Our Lady’s

RCHS, 678 to Longridge schools and 995 to Myerscough College.

4.10. There are bus stops located at several points around the west and southern boundary of

the site, at The Grapes Inn (approximately 220m walk from the nearest property), The

Croft (approximately 350m walk from the nearest property) and the Stags Head

(approximately 90m walk from the nearest property).

4.11. From these stops, regular half hourly bus services are available eastbound to Longridge

which takes approximately 12 minutes. Longridge is a Key Service Centre, as identified

within the CS, where a wider range of amenities, services and employment opportunities

are available for future residents.

4.12. Westbound, services every half an hour are available to Preston City Centre in under 40

minutes travel time. A vast array of services, amenities and employment opportunities

are available within Preston, alongside rail connections to the rest of the country.

4.13. These public transport links, alongside the site’s proximity to Goosnargh, further ensure

the site is sustainable and accessible. Importantly future residents would not be
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dependent on private vehicular modes of transport to access day to day necessities. It

should also be noted that the bus service will be improved by virtue of the contributions

to be secured by the S106 as part of any planning approval.

4.14. In light of the site’s location, and the services and facilities that are accessible and within

very close walking distance, I consider that substantial weight should be given to the site

location benefit in the determination of the appeal.

Affordable Housing

4.15. CS Policy 7 and the Central Lancashire Affordable Housing SPD requires that new housing

developments within the rural area deliver a 35% on-site contribution towards affordable

housing.

4.16. Fundamentally, the proposed development seeks to secure 45% of the dwellings as

affordable dwellings (63no. dwellings), a 10% uplift on the requirements of CS Policy 7.

The provision of affordable housing is a substantial material consideration which weighs

in favour of the proposed development given the substantial affordable housing needs

across Preston.

4.17. The uplift in provision is recognised in Paragraph 7.2.3 of the Council’s Statement of Case

(CD HD1). However, despite this recognition, the uplift in provision is stated as a generic

benefit associated with any major housing development within Paragraph 7.2.5 of the

Council’s Statement of Case:

“7.2.5 Whilst the benefits associated with the appeal developments are acknowledged in

respect of the contribution the proposals would make to housing land supply and

affordable housing, along with the economic benefits from employment opportunities

during the construction phase these benefits are considered to be generic and no more

than would be expected from any major housing development anywhere within the

borough and must, therefore, be considered in the light of the 13.6 year housing supply.
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The overwhelming benefit of the appeal proposals is their contributions towards housing

land supply. In the context of the Council’s published housing land supply position it

would be perverse for this benefit to significantly and demonstrably outweigh the clear

conflict with the development plan.”

4.18. I would fundamentally dispute that either provision of otherwise unmet affordable

housing need at policy level or more particularly, the uplift in affordable housing can ever

be regarded as a generic benefit of any major housing development. It is obvious that

it should be awarded substantial weight in the planning balance of any planning

application (as per the Inspector in the Cardwell Farm AD, Paragraph 60).

4.19. Indeed, there is a well-rehearsed national housing shortage which is particularly evident

in Preston (as explained by Mr Stacey in his Proof). The obverse of the Council’s point

appears not to have been recognised is that the substantial weight that ought to be given

to affordable housing provision (especially when it is in excess of policy), should not be

diminished merely because affordable housing could be provided elsewhere. The point is

that it isn’t being provided elsewhere which is why it is so acutely needed.

4.20. In this respect, I agree with James Stacey that a policy compliant level of affordable

housing is a matter of substantial weight for the reasons he explains. In my view, that

substantial weight is clearly enhanced in the current appeal as a result of the increased

provision.

4.21. Astonishingly, the latest position set out in the officer reports to Planning Committee (CD

ED1) is that there is no accurate and up to date information on affordable housing need

in Preston. However, because the Council claims to use the standard method for

calculating local housing need and that takes account of affordability, it contends that

affordable housing need is included within the local housing need figure (250 dwellings

per annum), and therefore any requirements are being met by the supply. With respect

this is wrong-headed and confuses affordability of the local housing market and the need

for affordable housing.
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4.22. In contrast, the key findings of Mr Stacey’s Proof is there is an acute need for affordable

housing within Preston, which is in part due to the Council’s track record of affordable

housing delivery compared with idrntified need.

21.1 “The Council has failed to meet the identified needs in the 2009 SHMA, 2017 SHMA

and 2020 Housing Study every year, with shortfalls ranging from -101 to -2,212.

The evidence clearly demonstrates that there has been a persistent under delivery

of affordable homes to meet identified needs and demand across Preston.

21.2 Based on the Councils assessment of supply it is likely that only 916 affordable

dwellings will be delivered over the period, equating to just 183 per annum.

21.3 This figure falls significantly short of the 239 per annum identified in the 2017 SHMA

and the 250 per annum figures identifies in the 2020 Housing Study. This figure

also falls substantially short of the 340 per annum and 270 per annum figure

required when back log needs are addressed in the first five years in line with the

Sedgefield approach.

21.4 It is evident the Council are actively failing to plan to address affordable housing

needs across the Preston City Council administrative area and have been for some

time.

21.5 There is a clear and pressing need for more affordable homes to be delivered in

Preston which the appeal proposals would make a substantial contribution towards

addressing.

21.6 Given the historic rates of affordable housing delivery across the Preston City

Council administrative area and the limited future supply there appears to be little

prospect of those in affordable housing need having their housing needs met

anytime soon without a substantial boost to the delivery of affordable housing.
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21.7 All of this must be viewed in the context of the 1,332 households on the Housing

Register in Preston. It is important not to lose sight of the fact that these are real

people, in real affordable housing need, now.

21.8 The acute level of affordable housing need coupled with worsening affordability will

detrimentally affect the ability of people to lead the best lives they can. The National

Housing Strategy requires urgent action to build new homes, acknowledging the

significant social consequences of failure to do so.”

4.23. Mr Stacey summarises in relation to the Appeal E that,

“The affordable housing benefits of the appeal scheme are:

• 45% of the scheme provided as affordable housing;

• An addition of up to 63 affordable homes;

• A deliverable scheme which provides much needed affordable homes;

• In a sustainable location;

• Addressing the polarised tenure profiles of Goosnargh and Whittingham, delivering a

broader mix of tenures to provide a more balanced community and to enhance its

vitality;

• With the affordable homes managed by a Registered Provider;

• Which provide better quality affordable homes; and

• Greater security of tenure than the private rented sector.

In my opinion these benefits are substantial and an important material consideration

weighing heavily in favour of the proposal. “

4.24. I would agree with the benefits being substantial and an important material

consideration. However, because of the scale of the shortfall against all assessments of
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need, the provision of up to 63 affordable homes at the appeal site should be afforded

substantial weight to the policy compliant element in the determination of this appeal.

4.25. In light of the evidence of unmet need, alongside CGA’s involvement as an Appellant in

delivering the scheme and Given that the proposal would provide a contribution which is

10% above the amount required by policy, the Inspector’s conclusions in the Cardwell

Farm AD regarding the social benefits resulting from the delivery of affordable homes

are at least the same. Indeed I would conclude that due to the greater proportion of

affordable homes in this case, the weight attributed should be even greater in this

instance.

Public Open Space

4.26. The illustrative Masterplan also proposes large areas of open space within the proposed

development, including a formal green located within the western part of the application

site. The development area at present contains a PROW and other links to the

surrounding locations (see Diagram 8.1 of the Design and Access Statement, CD EB17

and EB18). As part of the proposals, these routes are to be maintained and enhanced,

and a notable number of additional informal footpaths and spaces are to be provided.

Such improvements will almost certainly lead to increased usage of the open space, by

both the existing and the proposed population of the settlement.

4.27. Policy 17 of the CS states that the provision of landscaping and open space should form

an integral part of new development proposals, including enhancing the public realm.

Policy 24 seeks to promote access to sport and recreation facilities, including children’s

play provision, through developer contributions where new development would result in

a shortfall in provision. Policy HS3 of the PLP requires this scheme to provide sufficient

public open space to meet the recreational needs of the development in accordance with

standards set out in the Central Lancashire Open Space and Playing Pitch SPD.

4.28. The NPPF states ‘access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and

recreation make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities’.
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It advises that Local Planning Authorities should seek to protect and enhance public rights

of way.

4.29. The Masterplan indicates approximately 1.8 hectares of the site would be allocated for

open space, identified on the plan as formal green, arrival green and central green areas.

Based on the Council’s Open Space SPD, the proposal needs to provide just 0.18 hectares

onsite amenity greenspace. Clearly the proposal will provide far in excess of what is

required by the Council’s policy. This over provision, to be managed in perpetuity through

the S106 agreement, will be of amenity benefit also to those already residing in the

Goosnargh and Whittingham communities. Furthermore, as detailed within the

committee report, the proposal will be equipped with an on-site play provision, with

details to be provided at reserved matters stage in accordance with the principles set out

within the illustrative Masterplan. These are detailed as follows:

“7- Formal multifunctional green space with linear planting and hard landscaping. This

area will be well connected and highly accessible. It will connect with the wider green

and blue infrastructure.

8- An attractively landscaped Arrival Green located at the head of the tree lined avenue.

Existing trees and hedges will be retained and integrated into this important green space

area. New houses will encapsulate it whilst framing further important routes into the

development.

15- East-west green corridor located along the southern edge of the development. This

space will be easily accessible and create an attractive and welcoming travel route. It will

also provide a soft edge to the development and respect the amenity of the existing

residents.

17- Pedestrian/cycle only route runs along the existing hedgerow which will be retained

and integrated onto the development’s green network.
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18- North-south linear green corridor will provide a soft landscaped edge to eastern

boundary. Houses will face out to overlook this area providing natural surveillance to the

pedestrian route.

19- As series of attractively landscaped nodal areas throughout the development will

highlight important routes helping visitors navigate around.”

4.30. Areas of open space and landscape infrastructure will be provided within the development

and around the site margins linked by footpaths and cycle routes connected to the

existing public footpath network. As discussed above, given the site’s location directly

adjacent to the centre of the village where the majority of the village’s facilities are

available, direct links have been provided at the south west corner.  As such, properties

to be developed at the site are in very close walking distance (as detailed above) from

the village pharmacy, village store, hairdressers, fish and chip takeaway, post office and

the Stag Head Pub.  Additionally, an existing pedestrian access connects the site to

Whittingham Lane (FP 6-9-FP-19), this has been incorporated into the design of the

illustrative Masterplan, to ensure the site is permeable to the facilities in the village, as

well as the proposed areas of open space for existing nearby residents. Both the proposed

accesses to the south west and the existing public right of way are located very close to

the regular existing bus service that operates along Church Lane and Whittingham Lane,

and adjacent to the National Cycle Network Route 6 on Mill Lane. As discussed previously,

the access off Church Lane will also ensure that future residents are well connected to

the Village Hall and local primary school. Existing vegetation will be retained and

enhanced as a result of the additional green infrastructure.

4.31. I accord moderate weight to these benefits of the proposal and for the community more

generally, given the overprovision of public open space, it’s management through the

S106 and it’s accessibility to existing and proposed residents.

Community Car Park
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4.32. The proposal includes approximately 40no. car parking spaces to the benefit of the local

community. This will allow parking for the Village Hall, Goosnargh Oliverson’s C of E

Primary School and other local facilities. It will reduce on-street parking along Church

Lane, allowing more pedestrian friendly parking for the existing users of the school and

Village Hall. Simultaenously, as detailed within the Transport Assessment supporting the

original application, it will remove cars from using Church Lane

4.33. It will be accessed via a one-way access point off Church Lane, and will lead users out

of the main access, located off Mill Lane. It provides a direct walking link from the

proposed development to the centre of village and the facilities available within

Goosnargh.

4.34. I accord this moderate weight in favour of this aspect of the proposed development,

which will deliver social benefits for both future occupants and the existing community.

Education

4.35. The proposed development if allowed would include a contribution toward the provision

of school places in excess of £1,1372,0434. This would cover 53no. primary school places

and 21no. secondary school places.

4.36. From the initial scoping exercise, it has been determined by Lancashire County Council

that the education contribution would provide additional primary places at Goosnargh

Oliverson’s Church of England Primary School (approximately 210m walk from the

nearest property), and/or additional places at Whittingham Hospital (located

approximately 130m to the south of the site boundary). The intention for secondary

contribution is to provide additional secondary places at Broughton High School and/or

Archibishop Temple School, CE Specialist College.

4.37. Policy 14 of the Adopted CS states that educational requirements will be provided for by

enabling seeking contributions towards the provision of school places where necessary.
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As per the above, the commitment to making the significant contribution will be secured

via a S106 agreement.

Site Specific Matters

4.38. A number of third party representations were received to both the planning application

and appeal which raise a number of points.

4.39. Supporting environmental and technical studies were prepared to accompany the

planning application. As per the agreed SoCG, there are no technical or environmental

reasons why the appeal should be dismissed. This is due to the statutory consultees not

raising objections.

4.40. Any mitigation required will be addressed via conditions and/or the S106, which has been

prepared in accordance with the following tests:

• Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;

• Directly related to the development; and

• Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

4.41. Site specific matters are addressed and summarised in turn under the following headings,

beginning with landscape.

Landscape

Policy Context

4.42. CS Policies 5, 13 and 17, and PLP Policy EN9 state that development proposals should

have regard to the character and appearance of the local area and the sense of local

distinctiveness. CS Policy 21 relates to landscape character areas and states that new

development will be required to relate well to existing settlement patterns and be

appropriate to the relevant landscape character type.
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4.43. The NPPF states that local planning authorities should seek to protect and enhance

‘valued’ landscapes or those subject to formal designations (Paragraph 170). The

application site is neither a valued landscape nor subject of a formal landscape

designation.

Assessment

4.44. The NPPF makes clear that ‘protection’ is a term to be applied to a landscape which is

neither ‘valued’ nor designated. Local planning authorities should not seek to protect the

open countryside ‘for its own sake’. The Bushells Farm site is not subject to any landscape

designations, and not thought by the officers of the LPA, nor Mr Halliday, to be ‘valued

for the purposes of Paragraph 170.  This is an assessment with which I agree.

4.45. In this respect, the site is not especially remarkable in landscape terms either on its own

or in a wider context. It is a largely flat and ‘ordinary’ agricultural field. Whilst there are

tree preservation orders associated with the site, those trees will not be impacted by the

proposal. The existing public right of way running to the east of the site will remain

unaffected by the proposal, as illustrated on the illustrative Masterplan. Pending the final

layout at reserved matters stage, the footpath can be incorporated into a future layout,

or left in-situ.

4.46. In terms of the Council’s statutory consultees, their landscape architect and arborist,

have raised no objections to the finding of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

(LVIA) (CD EB20) that supported the planning application. Page 9 of the Officer’s Report

(CD EC1 and EC3) to the planning application summarises the landscape matter, and

confirms no significant detrimental impact on the landscape character of the area or

visual amenity:

“The Council’s Landscape Architect and Arborist raise no objections to the findings of the

submitted LVIA and consider the retention of the existing vegetation and any new

landscaping, including key hedgerows, should be welcomed and encouraged. The

application would not include the loss of existing trees, and it is proposed to increase
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tree coverage on the site. Whilst precise details of public open space and landscaping

would be dealt with at reserved matter stage should the application be approved, it is

considered the proposed development would not have a significant detrimental impact

on the landscape character of the area or visual amenity. The proposal therefore complies

with the aforementioned polices.”

4.47. Additionally, since the application was refused, land directly adjacent and to the east of

appeal site has been approved under application ref. 06/2019/1463 for Stage 2 Technical

Details Consent of a Permission in Principle application. The approval was for 7 dwellings,

and follows a large area of the eastern boundary of the appeal site. This has been

reviewed in a technical note by the landscape consultancy, PDP Associates who produced

the LVIA for the planning submission. The note confirms that it alters the LVIA in the

following way:

“In my view, the approved development would partly screen views of the Appeal site and

this would mitigate some of the potential visual effects experienced at Viewpoint 12,

located on the public footpath, west of Lower House Farm. This screening benefit would

be experienced by users of the public footpath, from residents in some properties off

Whittingham Lane (east of Grindlestone Court with views towards the Appeal site) and

also residents at Lower House Farm.”

4.48. Details of the approval are contained in Appendix D of my Statement of Case (CD EA1).

This appears to have been omitted in error from the relevant sections of the Council’s

Statement of Case when referring to other approved developments (see Paragraph

2.2.13 to 2.216 and 2.3 of the Council’s Statement of Case, CD HD1 and HD1a).

4.49. In addition to the review of the adjacent approval, the technical note also covers a review

of the 3rd party comments to the appeal. This is contained in Appendix A. In summary,

PDP Associates confirm that the conclusions of the LVIA remain valid.
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4.50. In terms of Gary Holliday’s Proof, which considers the cumulative effect of the proposal

alongside others in the appeal, it is concluded that with the development of all the appeal

sites together, Goosnargh and Whittingham would remain a settlement where the

prevailing overall character is largely established by modern development. The

relationship with the surrounding countryside, could be enhance by new green

infrastructure on the periphery, which can provide a softer long-term edge to the

settlement than currently exists.

Highways

Policy Context

4.51. PLP Policy ST2 and CS Policy 3 state that major new development proposals shall provide

safe and satisfactory access with an acceptable impact on the local road network, along

with suitable linkages to public transport provision.

4.52. Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that development should only be prevented or refused

on highways ground if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the

residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.

Assessment

4.53. The Transport Assessment (CD EB14 and EB15) submitted with the application, states

that the proposed development would be served by two vehicular accesses, one onto Mill

Lane, and an entry only access off Church Lane. County Highways have confirmed that

the appropriate visibility splays could be achieved, and both accesses are acceptable.

Likewise, County Highways confirm that the proposed development would have a minimal

impact on the adjacent local highway network, including the village of Goosnargh. County

Highways have also confirmed from their cumulative assessment analysis that the

development, alongside proposed and planned developments would not have a severe

impact on the operation of the wider highway network.

4.54. As such, it considered the proposed development complies with Policy 3 of the CS, ST2

of the LP and the NPPF.
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4.55. VTC Consultants, who undertook the Transport Assessment for the planning application

have also reviewed the 3rd party comments. A technical note has been included in

Appendix B to this Proof of Evidence and confirms that the comments do not alter the

conclusions of the Transport Assessment.

Flooding and Drainage

Policy Context

4.56. CS Policy 29 relates to water management and states that development proposals should

have due regard for the implications for flood risk. Paragraph 163 of the NPPF states that

Local Planning Authorities should ensure flood risk is not increased elsewhere (i.e. outside

areas at risk of flooding) and only consider development appropriate in areas at risk of

flooding where proposals are informed by a site-specific flood risk assessment.

Assessment

4.57. The application site is located in Flood Zone 1, which is identified as the lowest risk of

flooding. The submitted Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) (CD EB13, EB33 and EB34) states

that surface water would be managed via attenuation on site, in order to restrict surface

water flows from the developed site to pre-development runoff rates. Attenuation would

then be provided utilising underground storage provision within the landscaped areas,

and a controlled discharge made into the watercourse to the north of the site. The FRA

therefore concludes that there would be no additional risk to upstream or downstream

properties as a result of the development.

4.58. United Utilities and the LLFA raise no objections to the appeal site subject to relevant

conditions. The scheme is therefore compliant with CS Policy 29 and the NPPF.

4.59. Reford Consulting Engineers Limited who completed the FRA and Drainage Strategy to

support the planning application have reviewed the 3rd party comments to the appeal. In

this respect a technical note has been included in Appendix C. In summary, the

conclusions of both the FRA and Drainage Strategy remain the same.
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Ecology

Policy Context

4.60. LP Policies EN10 and EN11 state that the local planning authority will have due regard

for the protection and safeguarding of habitat features, wider ecological networks and

protected species.

Assessment

4.61. An ecological survey (CD EB9) accompanied the planning submission which establishes

the ecological conditions on the site. The survey includes Habitat Enhancement Measures

as part of the landscape design for the development, which with associated species

provision will serve to provide an overall net gain to local biodiversity. The measures will

include the provision of at least 10 bird nest boxes. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit

(GMEU) reviewed the surveys and have confirmed no objections to the proposal subject

to suitable conditions being attached.

4.62. The proposed development would not result in any adverse impacts on protected species

and complies with CS Policies 18 and 22, LP Policies EN10 and EN11 and the NPPF.

Residential Amenity

Policy Context

4.63. CS Policy 17 state that new development should be compatible with the existing land

uses of the surrounding area in terms of the amenity of existing and future occupiers.

Assessment

4.64. The illustrative Masterplan demonstrates that the proposed development would be

satisfactorily accommodated on site without having any unacceptable adverse impacts

on the amenities of neighbouring dwellings which border the site. Whilst indicative, the

layout demonstrates generous separation distances between existing and proposed

properties, along with appropriate levels of amenity for all future occupiers, internally
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and externally. On this basis, the proposed development would not conflict with the

above policy or the NPPF.

Heritage

Policy Context

4.65. Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that

in considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a

listed building or its setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the

desirability of preserving the building, its setting or any features of special architectural

or historic interest which it possesses.

4.66. CS Policy 16 and PLP Policy EN8 states that applications will protect and seek

opportunities to enhance the historic environment, heritage assets and their settings by

safeguarding them from inappropriate development that would cause harm to their

significance.

4.67. The NPPF sets out that local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular

significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by

development affecting the setting of a heritage asset), taking account of available

evidence and any necessary expertise.

Assessment

4.68. A Heritage Statement (CD EB19) was submitted in support of the application to assess

the likely impact of the proposal upon the significance of nearby heritage assets. The

site is in the vicinity of several heritage assets, including designated listed buildings and

non-designated locally listed buildings. The Heritage Statement identified the Grade II*

listed Bushell’s Hospital historic setting of relevance in this case, given it has frontal views

facing south across the site.

4.69. Careful consideration has however been given to these heritage assets in the preperation

of the proposals, which includes a large area of open land retained to the northern part
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of the site and the sensitive design of the northern most dwellings at this outline stage.

The findings of the Heritage Statement confirm the proposals presented will not affect

the important or significant views of this heritage asset. Looking more widely, the

Heritage Statement concluded that the proposed development will not cause any

appreciable harm to the significance of nearby heritage assets by changing their setting.

3

4.70. The scheme was amended during the planning process to retain open fields to the

northern section of the site and limit the development in proximity of nearby assets to

the vehicular access, linking the development to Mill Lane. Through making this change,

Historic England confirmed no objection to the proposal.

4.71. The proposed development accords with the aforementioned policies, the NPPF and

Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

Agricultural Land

Policy Context

4.72. CS Policy 31 states that the Council will seek to protect the best and most versatile

agricultural land (Grades 1, 2 and 3a) when considering new development proposals. The

NPPF states in Paragraph 112 that local planning authorities should take into account the

economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land, and that

where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local

planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference to that

of a higher quality.

Assessment

3 Even if there was some minor harm which activated Paragraph 196 of the NPPF, which is not thought

to be the case, for the reasons set out in relation to the flat balance argument within this Proof I would

conclude that the public benefits outweigh any less than substantial harm.
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4.73. The agricultural land assessment (CD EB27) that supported the planning application,

confirmed the land to be Grade 3b, and therefore it would not lead to the loss of the

highest value of agricultural land.  As such, there is no conflict with CS Policy 31.

Ground Contamination

Policy Context

4.74. PLP Policy EN7 seeks to address existing contamination of land by appropriate mitigation

measures to ensure the site is suitable for the proposed use.  It also seeks to ensure that

the proposed development would not cause land to become contaminated. Paragraph

178 of the NPPF states that planning decisions should ensure that sites are suitable for

their new use, taking account of ground conditions.

Assessment

4.75. The application was accompanied by a Phase 1 Geoenvironmental Assessment (CD EB10

and EB11) which establishes low risks, though confirms which that a Phase 2 Assessment

will be required prior to works commencing. The Council’s Environmental Health Officer

agrees with the finding of the report. The proposal would comply with PLP Policy EN7

and the NPPF.

Air Quality

Policy Context

4.76. CS Policy 3 seeks to encourage the use of alternative fuels for transport purposes. CS

Policy 30 seeks to improve air quality through the delivery of Green Infrastructure

initiatives and through taking account of air quality when prioritising measures to reduce

road traffic congestion.

Assessment

4.77. The site does not fall within an Air Quality Management Area and the Environmental

Health Officer has raised no objections to the scheme in terms of its impact on air quality.

As per the original recommendation for approval in 2019, a scheme for electric vehicle
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charging points will be provided as part of the planning conditions. The proposal is

compliant with the aforementioned policies.

Sustainable Development

Policy Context

4.78. The proposal should be determined in accordance with the presumption in favour of

sustainable development for the reasons set out within Mr Pycroft’s and Mr De Pol’s

Proofs. Specifically, Paragraph 8 states that sustainable development has three roles

relating to economic, social and environmental dimensions.

4.79. Turning to the economic role, the development would result in both direct and indirect

benefits that include the creation of construction jobs and additional household spending

within the wider economy. The economic benefits attract moderate weight in the

decision-making process. This is in line with Paragraph 59 of the Cardwell Farm AD,

where considerable benefits were identified by the Inspector for a similarly sized

development.

4.80. In considering the social role, the proposed development would add quality to the local

housing market. The provision of open market, and in particular, the above policy

compliant level of affordable housing, attracts substantial positive weight in the decision-

making process, particularly given the undersupply of housing in Preston, as discussed

within Mr Pycroft’s Proof of Evidence, and Mr Stacey’s Proof of Evidence. Moreover, the

site is accessible and well located to Goosnargh, with five linkages from the site ensuring

the nearby facilities and services are accessible and in very close walking distance. This

also should attract substantial positive weight.

4.81. The proposal will also provide the benefits associated with the community car park, and

above level provision of public open space – both of which should attract moderate

weight in the determination of the application. These are benefits for both future

occupants and the existing community.
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4.82. Finally, in relation to the environmental role, as detailed under the above headings, from

a landscape and agricultural perspective, the site is unremarkable. Any landscape harm

was previously accepted by the Council in its 2019 assessment of the application and

should only be attributed limited weight in any determination of the application,

particularly given it is localised in impact. The provision of open space, and associated

biodiversity benefits weigh in favour of the proposal. The site is not considered to be of

ecological significance, with no statutory designations or protected species on the site,

and it’s accessibility plus relationship to local services promotes sustainable travel and

consequently reduces carbon emissions.

The Planning Balance justifies the appeal proposal being allowed.

4.83. Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that planning

applications must be determined in accordance with the development plan, unless

material considerations indicate otherwise. An important material consideration is the

presumption in favour of sustainable development which is set out within Paragraph 11

of the NPPF and is engaged for the reasons set out in Mr Pycroft’s and Mr De Pol’s Proofs.

4.84. To significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits is a deliberately very high

threshold, hence the term ‘the tilted balance’. In the case of this appeal, the proposal

would result in a number of substantial benefits, which include:

Economic:

• Support for existing businesses and suppliers in the area during construction,

contributing to the local economy, which should be attributed a moderate positive

benefit;

• A valuable contribution to the supply of new homes within a sustainable location

for such development, which should be attributed substantial weight.

Social:
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• The site has clear links with the existing settlement and these linkages will be

enhanced as a result of the development, to the benefit of existing and proposed

residents. The site locality is highly accessible, and as demonstrated throughout

this Proof, services and facilities are in very close walking distance ensuring the

site as a whole is also accessible. This benefit should be attributed substantial

weight;

• It would provide for a higher number of affordable dwellings than required by the

Council’s policy, and as such would make an important contribution to the

Council’s affordable homes provision over the coming years, the delivery of

affordable housing to help meet borough wide levels of identified future and

previously unmet need. Reliance in this respect is made on James Stacey’s Proof

of evidence. The benefit is of substantial weight, if not greater given the Cardwell

Farm AD and the above level policy provision of affordable housing to be provided

by the proposal;

• The site will provide a new community car park with circa 40no. car parking

spaces. This will benefit the existing local community allowing easy access as

required to the existing Village Hall, along with the nearby primary school.

Likewise, this point of access allows a quick and direct access from residents of

the proposed development to these key facilities within the village. The benefit is

of moderate weight;

• The development provides 1.8ha of public open space, which is in excess required

of a development of this size. It will be managed in perpetuity by virtue of the

S106. Alongside this, it would provide benefits to existing and proposed residents

through improved pedestrian linkages from the site to the village that will allow

access to existing facilities within the village, but also within the development in

the form of community parking and green infrastructure. In this respect, the

linkages would allow access from proposed properties to the facilities within the

centre of the village at the shortest distances of approximately 55m. The benefit

is of moderate weight.
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Environmental:

• The proposals would provide for high-quality residential development, which

would round off and consolidate the settlement of Goosnargh, avoiding any

landscape or other visual harm, this is further enhanced by virtue of the recent

approval by the Council directly to the east of the site which abuts the appeal site

boundary. The benefit is of minor weight;

• The site is located outside of the Area of Separation and therefore is the logical

location for the expansion of the village, particularly with the clear functional links

and permeability with the existing settlement that it can provide by existing public

rights or ways, and the proposed linkages discussed above. It will allow for well

planned and cohesive development. The benefit is of minor weight.

• Given the accessible location of the site to local services, it will lead help promote

sustainable modes of transport leading to reduced carbon emissions. The benefit

is of minor weight.

The Planning Balance

Tilted Balance

4.85. It has previously been acknowledged by the Council through its original 2019 decision to

approve the grant of outline planning permission that the development of the site in the

manner proposed would not give rise to unacceptable adverse impacts.  Moreover, the

delivery of a significant proportion of affordable homes and other community benefits

should be attributed additional weight when considered against economic, social and

environmental gains that are generated from the delivery of housing in general terms. It

is acknowledged that the proposal has the potential, subject to appropriate mitigation

and planning contributions, to provide for sustainable development.

4.86. Paragraph 11d)ii of the NPPF, states that where the policies which are most important

for determining an application are out of date, planning permission should be granted

unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh

the benefits when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole. In this
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case, the balance weighs heavily in favour of the grant of planning permission. This is a

conclusion which the Council also arrived at in its balancing assessment as part of the

2019 officer’s report.

Flat Balance

4.87. Notwithstanding the point as to the tilted balance being engaged, which is the primary

case presented by Mr Pycroft and Mr De Pol, it is considered that the limited harm arising

from the proposed development would be outweighed by the benefits of the scheme.

Planning permission is therefore considered to be justified based on the general planning

balancing exercise i.e. ‘other material considerations’ as per Section 38 of the Planning

and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. This position is supported by two recent decisions,

the first by the Council’s planning committee4, the second the previously mentioned Pear

Tree Close appeal decision (CD HB1).

4.88. I can therefore conclude that whether the tilted planning balance is engaged or not, in

accordance with the presumption in favour of sustainable development, planning

permission should be allowed for the proposed development.

4.89. In this case the harm arises only from the conflict with the development plan and the

Council’s cumulative impact concern, there is not claimed to be any other harm to go in

the balance against the proposal. The weight to give to the harm arising from conflict

with the development plan will be influenced by the conclusion reached as to whether

any of the relevant policies are out of date. However, the harm in this case is limited due

to the nature of the conflict with the relevant policies and the absence of any other harm

arising from this. Even if greater weight were to be given to this harm, I consider that it

would still not outweigh the benefits of the proposal.

4.90. For the reasons set out, the tilted balance applies, and the appeal should be allowed.

Even if the tilted balance were not to apply the benefits in this case would still outweigh

4 CD HB26 and HB27 No. 329 Preston Road, Grimsargh
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the harm. Irrespective of whether the tilted balance is applied the benefits of this

proposal outweigh the conflict with the development plan. In the circumstances we would

invite you to allow the appeal.
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/6 APPENDICES

A Landscape Technical Note from Steve Laws, PDP Associates

B Highways Technical Note from John Carruthers, VTC Transport Consultants

C Drainage Technical Note from Bob Ford, Reford Drainage Engineering Limited
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